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Summary 

1561 

Striving towards deployment of SAE level 4+ vehicles in public traffic, researchers and 

developers face several challenges due to the targeted operation in an open environ

ment. Due to the absence of a human supervisor, ensuring and validating safety while 

driving automatically is one of the key challenges. The arising complexity of the tech

nical system must be handled during the entire research and development process. In 

this contribution, we outline the coherence of different safety-activities in the research 

project UNICARagi/. We derive high-level safety requirements and present the central 

safety mechanisms applied to automated diriving. Moreover, we outline the approaches 

of the project UNICARagi/ to address the validation challenge for automated vehicles. 

In order to demonstrate the overall approach towards a coherent safety argumentation, 

the connection of high-level safety requirements, safety mechanisms, as weil as vali

dation approaches is illustrated by means of a selected example scenario. 

1 Motivation 

Currently, intensive research targets the operation of automated vehicles at SAE lev

els 4+ [1]. Still, many challenges must be solved before automated vehicles can be 

deployed in public traffic. A key challenge is the proof of sufficient safety; however, the 

exact meaning of the term "sufficient safety" still needs to be determined. lt is reason

able to assume that the required safety level is higher than that of human drivers [2]. 

However, a residual risk always remains, which is inherent to automated vehicles and 

which is caused by several uncertainties encountered throughout the development and 

operation, cf. [3]. 

Due to the complex interaction of a multitude of system components, safety is an emer

gent property of automated vehicles [4]. The overall safety of the automated operation 

can only be ensured if developers succeed in managing the complexity arising from 
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the vehicle automation task. Thus, the design of a coherent system-wide safety con

cept strongly benefits from safety activities that start from the beginning of the research 

phase of automated vehicles. This is one of the key aspects considered in the project 

UNICARagi/, a joint project carried out by a consortium of eight German universities 

and six industrial partners. 

In the following sections, we will outline the interconnection of different safety activities 

in the project UNICARagi/. After a briet introduction of the project, Section 2 specifies 

safety aspects considered in UNICARagi/, which are the focus of the paper. Section 3 

presents an example scenario which is used to illustrate the different safety aspects in 

the later sections. The process of the initial safety analyses is described in Section 4. 

The safety requirements derived in these analyses serve as input for subsequent pro

cess steps. An approach to derive additional safety-relevant requirements based on 

road segment characteristics is illustrated in Section 5. Subsequently, Section 6 high

lights the interaction of the three central safety mechanisms with each other as well as 

their connection to the previously derived safety requirements. Lastly, the verification 

and validation activities concerning the safety mechanisms are outlined in Section 7. 

2 Project, system, and process context 

In order to further frame the focus of the paper, its context is outlined in this section. 

After a brief introduction of the project UNICARagi/, Subsection 2.1 introduces different 

safety perspectives taken in the project. In Subsection 2.2, three central safety mech

anisms of the project are outlined. Subsection 2.3 relates the paper contents to a de

velopment process. 

2.1 Project context 

The project UNICARagi/ aims at developing modular architectures for future SAE 

level 4 automated vehicles. Based on architectural approaches in fields such as me

chanics, electrics/electronics, and software, four prototypes are developed which rep

resent different use cases for future automated vehicles. Orthogonal to different 

architectural viewpoints following Bagschik et al. [4], safety and security aspects are 

taken into account as one of the key aspects. A comprehensive project description of 

the project UNICARagi/ can be found in [5], [6], and [7]. 

A key challenge of the project is to handle the complexity of the system that arises from 

different sources. On the one hand, automating a vehicle is a very complex task itself, 

since vehicle automation causes a much stronger interconnection between the archi

tectural viewpoints. On the other hand, the project goals shall be reached within four 

years while cooperating in a comparably small, heterogeneous team in an agile envi

ronment over different locations throughout Germany. 

Although UNICARagi/ will surely not solve the challenge of building market-ready au

tomated vehicles, one of its main contributions will be in providing approaches to mas

tering complexity. For instance, one approach to handle the complexity is to shape 
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modules of components that can be considered as independent as possible. Concern

ing the safety of automated vehicles, we have the opportunity to design safety into the 

system from the start of research and to consider the interplay of different safety per

spectives rather than researching single aspects or components. Moreover, we can 

report openly about safety approaches as no non-disclosure restrictions apply. 

In UNICARagil, we distinguish five different perspectives on safety and security; cf. 

Klamann et al. [7] following the Waymo Safety Report [9]: 

• Behavioral safety focuses on the externally observable behavior of vehicles. lt

defines safe vehicle behavior independent of specific technological solutions.

Behavioral safety addresses the potential causes of unsafe behavior beyond

functional safety, such as by wrong, missing, or conflicting situation-specific re

quirements. The perspective of behavioral safety not only comprises but also

goes beyond the safety of the intended functionality as defined in

ISO/PAS 21448 [10].

• Functional safety concentrates on avoiding or mitigating system failures due to

faults in the electronic hardware and the software that is running the vehicle

following the ISO 26262 standard [11].
• Crash safety aims at reducing the impact of collisions on both occupants of the

vehicle and other traffic participants potentially involved in a collision.
• IT security targets the prevention of intentional manipulation of the vehicle con

trol system, e.g., by attacking the internal or external communication or by ma

nipulating the software.

• Operational safety comprises safety aspects that can occur as a result of the

interaction between humans and vehicles apart from the actual dynamic driving

task (see [1] for definition). For instance, safety issues of automatically opening

and closing door systems or during maintenance are parts of operational safety.

The remainder of this paper is based on behavioral safety which is technology-agnos

tic. This safety perspective allows us to derive safety requirements at the vehicle level 

by purely considering the functionality. In the subsequent development steps, these 

safety requirements will be allocated to system functionalities as weil as partially to 

hardware and software components. Approaches targeting functional safety devel

oped in the project UNICARagil can be found in, e.g., [12], [13], [14], [15], and [16]. 

2.2 System context 

The initial system concept of UNICARagil includes three central safety mechanisms: 

self-perception, the Safe Halt functionality, and the capability-based route planning. 

Self-perception is a crucial functionality for safely operating automated vehicles. Driv

ing decisions and trajectory planning cannot rely solely on the perceived environment, 

but must also take into account the current and future capabilities of the vehicle, see 

e.g. [17] and [1]. Several internal and external conditions can degrade the nominal per

formance of the vehicle. Besides physical degradations of, i.a., vehicle actuators or 

sensors, also environmental conditions such as rain, fog, etc. require an adaption of 
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the vehicle behavior. The self-perception functionality accesses the available diagnos
tic information of system components and computes quality measures for functionali

ties necessary for the execution of the dynamic driving task. 

The quality measures computed by the self-perception are used twofold in context of 

this paper, namely for the capability-based route planning as well as for the execution 

of the dynamic driving task. The capability-based route planning compares the vehi
cle's (current) capabilities with those required for driving on certain road segments. 

Thus, routes can be planned that avoid road segments with performance requirements 

that exceed the vehicle's capabilities. Again, the performance measures stemming 

from the self-perception are an important input and allow to re-plan routes online if the 

vehicle's capabilities degrade during run-time such that certain road segments cannot 

be passed safely. 

Moreover, the quality measures computed by the self-perception are an important input 

for safe dynamic driving task execution. In case of partial degradations, e.g., a reduced 

sensor range, the vehicle will adapt its performance based on the inputs stemming 

from the self-perception. Still, the vehicle is able to fulfill the dynamic driving task safely. 

In case of severe degradations, such as a complete loss of the primary perception 

system, the vehicle automation system is not able to execute the dynamic driving task. 

Hence, a mechanism to handle severe degradations is required as fallback. This 

fallback is the Safe Halt functionality which serves as the final fail-safe procedure in 

case system parts superimposed on the trajectory tracking fail (therefore, the trajectory 

tracking functionality is designed in a fail-operational manner in UNICARagi/). In such 

a case, the vehicle will follow a previously computed emergency path leading to a risk

minimized stop. Moreover, collisions with obstacles emerging in the driving corridor are 

evaded by using a dedicated a backup sensor array. 

2.3 Process context 

From a development process perspective, this paper addresses different development 

steps. Following the reference process of ISO 26262, we mainly focus on two devel

opment phases which are closely connected via the focus on behavioral safety. The 

following sections describe the undertaken scenario-based approach using the exam

ple illustrated in Section 3. The first focus is on the concept phase, the second focus 

is on the validation phase which is related to the start and the end of the ISO 26262 

reference process, respectively. For the concept phase, we show in the subsequent 

sections how high-level safety requirements stemming from safety analyses (Sec

tion 4) and road segment characteristics (Section 5) are derived and connected to the 

requirements for the system functionalities of self-perception, Safe Halt and capability

based route planning (Section 6). The undertaken modular validation approach of 

UNICARagi/ is outlined in Section 7. 
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3 Example scenario 

T o illustrate the safety considerations outlined in the following sections, we use an 

example scenario as depicted in Fig. 1. We will employ three different variants of this 

scenario. In all three variants, the ego vehicle starts in the south heading north. The 

vehicle is driving on a one-way street and is approaching an intersection to the right. lt 

can either continue on the one-way street (variants I and m) or turn right into a street 

with one lane in each direction (variant II). Coming from the right, another vehicle 

stops at the stop line and gives way to the ego vehicle. Continuing on the one-way 

street, the vehicle leaves an open area without buildings and other towering objects. lt 

enters an area with parked cars and multi-story buildings on both sides of the lane. In 

variant I , the vehicle continues on the one-way street. Thereby, it passes a bus which 

is parked on the right and occupies parts of the driving lane. In variant m, the vehicle 

uses a parking space behind the bus for a safe stop in the operating mode Safe Halt. 

In contrast, when turning right in variant II, the vehicle takes a detour in order to avoid 

potentially more challenging conditions of variants I and m. 
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Fig. 1 Abstract bird's eye view illustration of the reference scenario used in this 

paper. The ego vehicle starts in the south heading north. The three possible 

variants of the scenario are visualized by the reference paths I to m 

(dashed lines). Green and striped areas are open spaces and multi-story 

buildings, respectively. 
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4 Fundamental safety analysis 

The strategy for systematic hazard identification established in UNICARagi/ is pre

sented in [18]. Our hazard analysis and risk assessment process is based on externally 

observable malfunctioning behaviors instead of preliminary and potentially incomplete 

malfunctions which is the "traditional" approach. In this section, we demonstrate the 

usage of our hazard identification strategy in the scenario illustrated in Section 3. 

Based on the identified hazards, we can specify safety goals and indicate some re

quirements that support the mitigation of emerging risks. 

To demonstrate a hazard analysis for the operational scenario depicted in Fig. 1, we 

assume that the automated vehicle is in its normal operating mode and follows path I 

without any collision (scenario variant I ). In short, the automated ego vehicle follows 

its lane and keeps an adequate speed throughout the considered time interval. lt has 

right of way at the junction and the other vehicle does not indicate any intention to 

cross the stop line before the ego vehicle has passed. Therefore, the ego vehicle does 

not significantly reduce its speed before entering the junction. However, it adapts its 

lateral position within the lane when passing the parked bus in order to establish an 

adequate distance. 

4.1 Hazard identification 

We induce generic malfunctioning behaviors into the described scenario (variant I ) 

and investigate hazards that are a potential outcome of this combination. Generally, 

any physically possible lateral and longitudinal deviation from a desired behavior is 

conceivable in a driverless car. Depending on the specified behavior of an individual 

vehicle in the operational scenario the list of deviations, however, can be reduced to 

the few that are relevant in the hazard identification process. In the illustrated scenario, 

for example, the automated vehicle is not expected to show significant acceleration at 

any point in time. Thus, potentially hazardous scenarios cannot be based on the ab

sence of required acceleration or deceleration. Specifically, possible behavior devia

tions of the automated vehicle in the scenario are: 

• Absence of required lateral position adjustment

• lmproper acceleration

• lmproper (rapid) deceleration

• lmproper course angle changes

At this point, we distinguish between positive acceleration and negative acceleration 

(deceleration) due to the dissimilar character of the resulting externally visible vehicle 

behavior and its consequences in the context of a specific scenario. Applying the item

ized deviations individually to our scenario at any given time step provides a basis for 

specifying concrete hazards. At this point, we detail all scenarios that include actual 

hazards to the health and life of humans or clear violations of traffic law, since these 

are considered general hazardous behavior. 
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Analyzing the scenario used in this paper (variant I ), we find the following scenarios 

to include hazards to health and life of vehicle passengers and other traffic participants: 

• The vehicle decelerates strongly duiring lane following.

• The vehicle does not adjust its lateral position when approaching the narrowing

caused by the bus that is partially parked in the traffic lane. The inadequate

lateral positioning leads to a collision between the vehicle and the parked bus.

• The vehicle changes its course angle towards the roadside, leading to a collision

between the vehicle and one or many parked vehicles.

• The vehicle accelerates when driving in the narrow street. The combination of

high speed and present uncertainties leads to a collision between the vehicle

and one or many parked vehicles.

4.2 Safety goals 

The identified scenarios include potential consequences of present hazards (e.g., head 

and brain injury of vehicle passengers due t,o the forces of a collision). In the ISO 26262 

safety life cycle [11], the examination of these consequences is the next task in the 

hazard analysis process. Subsequently, risk assessment is performed for the exam

ined scenarios complemented by a specification of safety goals that distinctly mitigate 

the risk. The assignment of automotive safety integrity levels (ASIL) to safety goals is 

based on the classification of severity, exposure, and controllability in hazardous sce

nanos. 

Most of the specified hazards due to malfunctioning behaviors in the examined opera

tional scenario are mitigated by a single abstract safety goal: 

SG_ 1 The vehicle sha/1 move within its lane boundaries during lane following. 

However, the bus that is partially parked i11 the traffic lane requires us to add another 

safety goal, to express the required lateral position adjustment: 

SG_2 The vehicle sha/1 pass relevant objects with adequate lateral distance. 

These are just two examples of safety goals. While the presented hazard analysis re

veals additional requirements, such as avoiding unnecessary rapid deceleration, we 

do not discuss additional safety goals for the sake of brevity. Concerning the two spec

ified safety goals, we can conclude that the risks they mitigate in the illustrated scenario 

likely cause ASIL-C-classifications: We assume a high probability of exposure regard

ing driving with inner-city speeds while passing parked vehicles in close distance to 

the lane boundaries (exposure class E4). Additionally, passengers or other traffic par

ticipants cannot perform actions to avoid harm when the malfunctioning behavior oc

curs. This makes the hazardous scenario uncontrollable (controllability class C3). 

Finally, collisions at presumed speeds of city traffic can result in severe or life-threat

ening injuries of vehicle occupants (severity class S2). 
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4.3 Functional safety concept 

The formulation of a functional safety concept is the subsequent task in the safety life 

cycle of ISO 26262. Based on the safety goals and their associated ASIL-classes, the 

safety concept specifies mitigation strate·gies and implementation-independent re

quirements that are allocated to functional components. The interrelations of the differ

ent work products and artifacts established in the concept phase are shown in Fig. 2. 

4.3.1 Functional component-oriented requirements elicitation 

While an introduction of the three work products of the ISO 26262 concept phase po

tentially indicates a sequential and linear safety development process, in real applica

tions, like UNICARagi/, we find the concept phase to manifest features of agile 

development i.e. artifacts are created iteratively and incrementally. The functional 

specification and context information of the system under development expressed in 

an item definition is continuously changed and extended in preliminary design stages. 

Therefore, the safety requirements also require ongoing revisions, e.g., due to novel 

architectural assumptions. In previous work, we introduce item refinements (i.e. adap

tations of the item definition) that are triggered by safety analyses and potentially have 

wide consequences for the set of safety requirements [20], [21]. 

In this paper, we want to provide some examples of functional safety requirements that 

result from breaking down the two specified safety goals while considering the func

tional structure of the system. For later reference, consecutive identifiers are used for 

all specified functional safety requirements, which do not necessarily correspond to the 

labels internally used in UNICARagi/. 

Fig. 2 
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lnitially focusing on the perception system of an automated vehicle, we can identify the 

need to include elements that are crucial for the fulfillment of the safety goals in its 

environment model: 

FSR_01 The system sha/1 detect relevant objects in the vehicle's environment. 

FSR_02 The system sha/1 include relev:ant objects in the transmitted environment 

model. 

FSR_03 The system sha/1 include lane boundaries in the transmitted environment 

model during normal operation. 

Due to the implementation-independent character of functional safety requirements, 

the source of the required lane boundary information is not specified at this point such 

that lane boundaries could be obtained, for example, from map data or detected lane 

markings. The functional component primarily processing the information of the per

ception system is the vehicle's guidance system. To fulfill the main safety goals in the 

examined scenario, the guidance system has to include the specified contents of the 

environment system: 

FSR_04 The system sha/1 plan paths that realize adequate distance to relevant 

objects. 

FSR_05 The system sha/1 plan paths that realize adequate distance to lane 

boundaries during lane fol/owing. 

Additional requirements for the guidance system introduce the mitigation strategy of 

establishing a Safe Halt functionality as a fallback (cf. Subsection 6.3): 

FSR_06 The system sha/1 permanently plan safe halt paths that lead to a safe stop 
location in the vehicle's environment. 

FSR_07 The system sha/1 follow a safe halt path in case of significant degradation. 

In order to detect significant degradations in the UNICARagil vehicles, we aim towards 

contributions for self-awareness of automated vehicles (cf. Subsection 6.1 ). This am

bition relies on the establishment of advanced monitoring measures in the self-percep

tion system: 

FSR_08 The system sha/1 monitor safety-relevant degradations in all components 

and communicate the result to other controllers. 

In order to allow the self-perception to perform this task, we additionally have to require 

all other relevant functional components (localization, environment perception, guid

ance, and stabilization) to communicate their status information: 

FSR_09 The systems sha/1 indicate their current quality of execution in status 

messages transmitted to other controllers. 
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4.3.2 Requirements elicitation via skill graphs 

The safety concept in UNICARagi/ incorporates ability and skill graphs introduced by 

Reschka et al. [22] at multiple stages of design. These graphs model skills that a vehi

cle must possess in order to be able to re·alize a certain behavior as well as the de
pendencies between these skills. The required behavior of a vehicle will also be called 

general capabilities in Section 5. For functional safety concepts, Nolte et al. [23] de

scribe the utilization of skill graphs for a systematic identification of functional require

ments. 

For variant I of the example scenario in Fig. 1, the vehicle shall follow the lane leading 

north. In order to realize lane following behavior, the vehicle requires the skill of esti

mating its position and orientation relative to the lane boundaries. lt also requires other 

perception, action, and planning skills, but for the sake of this example, we will focus 

this one required skill of lane relative position and orientation estimation. This estima

tion can be achieved, i.a., by using a highly accurate map of the lane boundaries in 

combination with a signal from a global navigation satellite system (GNSS). See Fig. 3 

for an example of how these skills and their dependencies can be modeled in a graph. 

This graph segment is part of a larger, more comprehensive graph for a lane following 

behavior, which encompasses all skills necessary to realize this behavior with the de

pendencies between them. An example of a complete skill graph for a follow behavior 

can be found, e.g., in [23]. 

As stated by Nolte et al. [23], based on skill graphs, functional requirements for each 

skill can be derived from the safety goals identified during the hazard analysis process. 

In our example, we can derive safety requirements for the localization system of an 

automated vehicle. For instance, to stay within lane boundaries and thus fulfill safety 

goal SG_ 1, the vehicle has to be aware of its lane-relative pose: 

FSR_ 10 The systems sha/1 estimate the vehic/e's position and orientation relative 

to the current /ane with sufficient accuracy. 

Fig. 3 

/ 
/ 

Estimate position and 

orientation relative to lane 

Example of skills necessary for lane following and dependencies between 

these skills. Directed edges indicate a "depends on" relationship. 
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The examples of functional safety requirements deduced and presented in this section 

provide an insight on how we aim at effectively reducing the risk of a collision with 

parked vehicles in the illustrated scenario. On the one hand, generic safety goals for 

safe externally visible safety behavior are translated into performance requirements for 

individual components. On the other hand, safety mechanisms like the Safe Halt func

tionality are adopted in the set of safety requirements to establish strategies in order 

to ensure the fulfillment of all safety goals in cases of failures or problematic degrada

tions of individual components. 

5 Road segment categories 

Driverless, automated driving on public roads requires a safety approval and a mech

anism that identifies drivable routes through a given road network with respect to the 

safety validation after the approval is done. In UNICARagi/, we develop a new road

based approach to support and realize thos.e two applications. Consequently, two main 

objectives are pursued within this project regarding that approach: 

• Pre-approval: Support of the safety validation during the development process

of automated, driverless vehicles
• Post-approval: Support of safety during operation

As described in [5], the main idea of the approach is a rearrangement of the parameter 

space that has to be considered for a safety validation. By sorting and grouping the 

parameter space into road-segment-based categories, the number of required test 

scenarios can be reduced. This section explains the road segment categorization and 

provides examples of how this approach is applied in the project to support safety val

idation. As an additional benefit of this method, a route-based online safety check can 

be used as a feature for vehicle operation after the safety approval is done which is 

outlined in Subsection 6.2. 

As stated in Subsection 4.3, an item definition is required during the development pro

cess of automated, driverless vehicles. lt defines the Operational Design Do

main (000) [1] which specifies operating conditions regarding the vehicle 

environment, the externally visible vehicle behavior, and the states of the vehicle. In 

order to prove safety for an automated driving system, this information is necessary in 

an early stage of the development process [10]. The vehicle environment provides the 

motion space for the vehicle representing areas of the road or road elements on which 

vehicles are allowed to drive. Inside this motion space, there is a permanent interaction 

between the ego vehicle and the static as weil as dynamic environment. This interac

tion results mainly from actions and reactions of the involved traffic participants or, to 

some extent, infrastructure objects. Vehicles interact with each other as weil as vehi

cles react to, for example, traffic lights accordingly. In one specific motion space at 

least one or usually multiple interactions possibly take place. Motion space driving per

missions and legally permitted interactions are regulated in national traffic rules (StVO 

for Germany [24]) and in so-called "common-sense rules". 
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Considering the motion space and the corresponding possible vehicle-environment

interaction, requirements with respect to the passability of road segments are derived. 

These requirements are different from the development process requirements such as 

the functional safety requirements presented in Subsection 4.3. In contrast to these 

development process requirements, the requirements in this Subsection aim for a com

parison with vehicle capabilities regarding the road-based passability. The actual ve

hicle capabilities during operation are determined by the self-perception described in 

Subsection 6.1. 

Assuming that there is a certain area of operation for the automated vehicle, a set of 

requirements would represent the necessary capabilities to be able to drive inside this 

area. This approach is similar to the usage of an 000, defining operating conditions 

under which an automated driving system is designed to function. The effort for a safety 

validation depends on, i.a., the size and the complexity of the operating area. In order 

to validate the entire 000 and to prove safety requires a lot of tests as well as driven 

test kilometers [25]. This results in an enormous test effort, and thus, a safety validation 

is currently not economically feasible [26]. 

This new approach subdivides the 000 by sectioning a road network in single road 

segments. Every road segment requires specific driving capabilities from the auto

mated vehicle. Oepending on specific road elements, the resulting motion space with 

its possible vehicle-environment-interaction leads to a set of requirements for each 

road segment. Similar road segments in terms of requiring the same capabilities are 

clustered in categories. These categories represent requirement sets for each group 

of similar road segments. Consequently, one category represents a subset of the entire 

defined 000. By defining reference scenarios for each category, a safety validation 

can be conducted category-wise. A successful test and validation of one category 

would automatically include a safety validation for every category-related road seg

ment, even without testing every corresponding segment itself. Thus, parts of the 000 

can be approved gradually, resulting in two main benefits. Firstly, the safety approval 

is possible at an earlier stage of the validation process. Secondly, the overall validation 

effort is potentially reduced by testing only specific reference scenarios per category. 

The example scenario presented in Section 3 contains three streets connected by one 

intersection. Once an automated, driverless vehicle drives into one of the streets, it has 

to fulfill the present requirements of the entire section until the next intersection or 

roundabout. Otherwise, the vehicle is expected to fail to perform the necessary actions 

leading to a crash in worst case. For that reason, the part of the road network in the 

example scenario is subdivided into three road segments connected by one node, the 

intersection. In the following example, road segment RS1 is the street coming from the 

south, road segment RS2 is the street coming from the east and lastly, road seg

ment RS3 is the street leaving the intersection in northern direction. The intersection 

itself is neglected in this example. 

In order to compare the road-based requirements with capabilities, initially, they have 

to be derived. Considering the three road segments, there are two different main types 

of roads. Road segments RS1 and RS3 are one-way single lane roads, whereas road 
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segment RS2 is a two-way road with one lane for each direction. Within road seg

ments RS1 and RS2, parking is prohibited while road segment RS3 provides desig

nated parking strips on each side. These basic road characteristics are represented in 

Tab. 1 and used for an example application of the categorization approach. Apart from 

these basic road features, there are many more characteristics influencing the auto

mated execution of the dynamic driving task and, therefore, the requirements for an 

automated vehicle. 

In order to derive requirements for road segments, the dynamic driving task must be 

considered. An essential maneuver is lane following [27], since a vehicle stays inside 

a traffic lane most of its driving time. Staying inside a lane directly depends on the width 

of the lane and the foreseeable narrowing parts. One reason for a narrowing is a park

ing strip next to the traffic lane due to parking vehicles that protrude in the current 

driving lane. To be able to follow lanes, the actual driving corridor of a vehicle must be 

considered. Consequently, one general requirement (GR), which is not road-specific 

yet, would be: 

GR_ 1 The vehicle must be able to follow driving corridors with a certain width. 

A requirement is fulfilled by at least one capability. Depending on the dynamic driving 

task and its complexity, multiple capabilities might be necessary to meet one require

ment. There is a difference between the required capabilities and the actual capabilities 

of the vehicle. A required capability represents the minimum necessary capability level 

with respect to a suitable scale. In contrast, the actual capability is the current vehicle 

capability determined by the self-perception described in section 6.1. The current ca

pability lies somewhere within the minimum and the maximum possible capability level 

depending on the current overall vehicle state. 

In order to follow lanes of a certain width, an automated vehicle shall follow an ade

quate track inside the lane. The vehicle must firstly plan a trajectory resulting in a track 

and secondly, keep this track with the minimum possible lateral deviation. One general 

capability (GC) fulfilling general requirement GR_ 1 would be: 

GC_ 1 The vehicle keeps the track with a certain maximum lateral deviation. 

This minimum necessary capability is not road-segment-related yet. Nevertheless, a 

suitable scale has to be found in order to transfer the general capability in a specific 

minimum capability afterwards. In the best case, the lateral deviation keeping the track 

is 0. Because of errors and uncertainties, this value most likely can't be reached in 

practice. In the worst case, the lateral deviation is not limited (theoretically up to infin

ity). However, these minimum and maximum possible levels represent the scale re

garding GC _ 1 measured in a length scale like meter. 

Tab. 1 Road segments characteristics. 

Road segment Road type Lanes per direction Parking permission 

RS1 One-way 1 no 

RS2 Two-way 1 no 

RS3 One-way 1 yes 
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Considering the three road segments stated in Tab. 1, the general requirement GR_ 1 

and the general capability GC_ 1 can be concretized. The first step is to transfer the 

general requirement to road-segment-based specific requirements (SpR). In order to 

do so, information about the width of the traffic lanes is necessary. Adjacent parking 

strips influence the width of the lane because oversized or adversely parked vehicles 

might narrow the actual driving lane. Since this restriction is foreseeable, it can be 

considered in the specific requirement. 

The width of the traffic lane inside road segment RS3 is 2.75 m. Since the adjacent 

parking strips have a width of only 2.00 m, a narrowing caused by parked vehicles is 

likely. Assuming an overlap with the driving lane of 0.20 m per side results in an effec

tive lane width of 2.35 m while including a safety margin of 0.1 m leads to the required 

driving corridor width for road segment RS3 of 2.25 m. Therefore, the specific require

ment for road segment RS3 would be: 

RS3_SpR1 The vehicle must be able to fol/ow driving corridors with a width of 

2.25m. 

In order to derive the corresponding minimum capability (MC), the vehicle's own width 

has to be considered. The vehicle in the e·xample scenario has a width of 2.12 m re

sulting in a potentially lateral free space within the driving lane of 13 cm. Since the 

planning of the trajectory and thus the track is included in this consideration, any lateral 

deviation shall not exceed 7.5 cm with respect to the center of the actual available 

driving space. Hence, one minimum capability fulfilling the specific require

ment RS3_SpR1 for road segment 3 would be: 

RS3_SpR1_MC1 The vehicle keeps the track with a maximum lateral deviation of 

7.5cm. 

The process of further specification of the general requirements and capabilities is 

done in the same way for road segments RS1 and RS2. Since there are no parking 

strips within these segments, the considered space for overlapping parked vehicles 

can be skipped. Wrongly parked vehicles on road segment RS1 would block the driving 

lane completely. Traffic participants wrongly parking on road segment RS2 would only 

obstruct traffic in an absolute worst case since other traffic participants can use the 

oncoming traffic lane to pass. Thus, additional space for wrongly parked vehicles is not 

taken into account. Tab. 2 represents the resulting values for the specific requirements 

and minimal capabilities for all road segments. 

Tab. 2 Values of the specific requirements and minimal capabilities. 

Road 
Lane width 

Required lane width Maximum lateral deviation 

segment SpR1 SpR1 MC1 

RS1 2.50 m 2.40 m 14.0 cm 

RS2 2.75 m 2.65 m 26.5 cm 

RS3 2.75 m 2.25 m 7.5 cm 
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Road segment RS2 represents the only street with oncoming traffic in this example. 

Since parking is prohibited, there is no need for a vehicle driving on that segment to 

leave the own driving lane. Exceptions are waste disposal vehicles or construction 

sites that might appear on that road. A constructions site could occupy one driving lane 

over the entire width. In that case, a vehicle must be able to drive in the opposite traffic 

yielding to oncoming traffic participants. That same situation applies for a garbage truck 

that occupies the traffic lane. The field of view for a vehicle that plans to pass those 

obstacles might be obstructed. This requires a vehicle to crawl into the opposite traffic 

while permanently observing the oncoming traffic. The requirement changes depend

ing on different speed limits and, thus, various possible ranges of relative velocities 

between oncoming traffic and the ego vehicle. Therefore, another general requirement 

for the automated vehicle would be: 

GR_2 The vehicle must be able to follow driving corridors within opposite traffic 

in certain speed zones. 

This general requirement is only necessary for roads with oncoming traffic. Regarding 

the present example, the speed limit has to be concretized. Road segment RS2 re

quires a speed limit of 50 km/h. Thus, the specific requirement for the general require

ment GR2 regarding road segment RS2 would be: 

RS2_SpR2 The vehicle must be able to folfow driving corridors within opposite 

traffic in 50 km/h speed zones. 

In contrast to the general requirement GR_ 1, this requirement only has to be fulfilled 

for road segment RS2 and only if a constnuction site or garbage truck is active. Infor

mation about the presence of both is tracked via an external information system. Based 

on that information, road segments change their requirements accordingly. For simpli

fication reasons, the derivation of suitable related capabilities is not presented in this 

paper. 

Overall, this example presents two different requirements. Regarding the lateral devi

ation following a driving corridor (see general requirement GR_ 1 ), the three road seg

ments represent three different required capability levels of the general 

capability GC_ 1. The second general requirement GR_2 only applies to road seg

ment RS2 in special cases. lf no construction site or garbage truck is identified, the 

road segment RS2 changes its category to the first one. Considering only those two 

requirements, two requirement categories could be created. The first one contains the 

general requirement GR_ 1 with all road-specific derivatives while the second one con

tains the same requirements plus the general requirement GR_2 and its derivative. 

Therefore, road segments RS1 and RS3 are in the first category while road seg

ment RS2 is in the second category. lf the first category is tested successfully, the 

automated vehicle is theoretically able to drive on both road segments. This assumes 

that the current capability level during operation assumed by the self-perception is high 

enough for the required lateral deviations. Testing the second category would allow 

the vehicle to drive on road segment RS2 as weil. 
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This simplified example shows how the categorization approach basically works. In 

practice, every requirement resulting from the road segments must be derived and 

suitable capabilities fulfilling them have to be identified. The next step would be the 

derivation of reference scenarios for the categories. Finally, for a complete safety val

idation, they have to be tested successfully. 

As stated before, this approach can also be used for a safe operation by providing the 

basis for a capability-based route planning. A short example demonstrating the basic 

function of this application is described in Subsection 6.2. 

6 Safety mechanisms 

As described in Subsection 2.2, the self-perception and the Safe Halt functionality will 

be employed as central elements of the overall safety concept for the prototypes de

veloped in the project UNICARagi/. In the following subsections, we demonstrate the 

connection between these functionalities and the initial safety analysis outlined in Sec

tion 4. 

6.1 Self-perception 

For SAE level 4+ vehicles [1], the system is responsible for monitoring the environment 

and realizing the entire dynamic driving task. The driver is removed from the control 

loop and is not responsible and may not even be able to intervene in case of a system 

failure. Thus, the system must monitor itself and must be able to make decisions that 

take the system's health and thereby its current capabilities into account. 

In an automated vehicle, a variety of aspects must be taken into account in order to 

obtain a holistic view of the system's overall state of health. This includes the state of 

the energy supply and its implications for the current mission, the state of the vehicle's 

hardware and software, the state of the communication network within the vehicle as 

well as the communication with external systems, and the feasible vehicle behavior 

based on the vehicle's current perception, action, and planning skills. 

For the project UNICARagi/, the need for self-monitoring is reflected by safety require

ment FSR_08 in Subsection 4.3. As the environment perception system realizes the 

required monitoring of the environment self-monitoring is realized by the self-percep

tion system [28]. As stated above, self-perception for the system includes a variety of 

different monitoring aspects. In accordance with the focus of this paper on behavioral 

safety, we will focus on the aspect of monitoring safe vehicle behavior. Following func

tional safety requirement FSR_09, the vehicle's (sub-)systems provide information on 

their own current individual health. Self-representation then draws semantic links be

tween the acquired data to derive an overall model of the system's health [28]. As 

stated in Subsection 4.3.2, ability and skill graphs are used for the self-representation 

of the vehicle's behavior [22], [23]. In these graphs, the skills necessary for a certain 

behavior or general capability and their interdependencies are modeled. 
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In order to utilize the identified skills for monitoring purposes, the functional safety re

quirements identified during the development process are attributed to the respective 

skills. In the example from Section 3, we focused on the skill of estimating a lane rela

tive position and orientation for the lane following behavior in variant I of the example 

scenario. The information about the current estimation accuracy of position and orien

tation to the lane is provided by the respective (sub-) system(s) (functional safety re

quirement FSR_09). This link between the capability architecture (e.g., realized as 

ability and skill graphs) and the software architecture has been described by Bagschik 

et al. [4]. The accuracy estimation is then evaluated by the self-representation with 

respect to the identified functional safety requirement FSR_ 10. When the estimation 

accuracy does not fulfill the requirement, we consider the accuracy as insufficient and 

the skill of lane relative position and orientation estimation as degraded. One approach 

for such an accuracy assessment for the localization of an automated vehicle was pre

sented by Reid et al. [31]. Such a degradatiion in localization accuracy may occur, e.g., 

due to high buildings or vegetation obstructing a GNSS signal or causing multipath 

effects. This would likely be the case for the lane leading north in the example scenario. 

This quality assessment of the skill of lane relative pose estimation is combined with 

the quality assessment of all other skills within the skill graph and aggregated into a 

performance assessment of the lane following behavior at the root of the graph. 

This information about the system's current skills can subsequently be used by the 

vehicle's behavior generation to adapt the vehicle's behavior to its current skills. In the 

example scenario, a heavy degradation of the skill to estimate position and orientation 

relative to the lane may lead to the vehicle not being able to safely follow the north

leading lane anymore due to the constriction of the lane caused by the parked bus 

partially protruding into the lane. This may cause the vehicle's behavior generation to 

select a different behavior other than lane following and may lead to the vehicle stop

ping in the lane. 

In case of a severe system degradation due to unforeseen events, the vehicle may not 

be able to uphold nominal automated system operation. Based on the information on 

such a degradation by the self-perception system, a safe halt of the vehicle will be 

triggered which will transfer the vehicle into a risk-minimized state. This safety mech

anism is described in Section 6.3. 

As demonstrated in the example of lane following, a skill-based self-perception pro

vides information about the system's health. lt is, however, only a very small part of an 

overall monitoring framework. For the monitoring of the vehicle's current skills, the nec

essary skills with their interdependencies must be modeled for all possible vehicle be

havior, e.g., abstracted in the form of driving maneuvers [27]. Necessary requirements 

for the skills within a certain vehicle behavior must be derived and be connected to 

appropriate metrics that can be used to assess whether a requirement is currently ful

filled. These individual metrics of the skills have to be aggregated throughout the skill 

graph into a performance assessment of the respective vehicle behavior. Such a skill

based model can provide information about the system's health on a behavioral level 

but also on the level of the individual skills and can thus provide system health infor

mation on different levels of abstraction. 
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As part of a holistic monitoring framework, such as a representation of the vehicle's 

current skills and its integration into automated vehicles provides information about the 

system's health and can contribute to vehicle safety if integrated into vehicle behavior 

generation. Additionally, such a representation can be used to plan and re-plan routes 

by evaluating the current skills of the vehicle against the capability requirements of the 

route segments, cf. Section 5. 

6.2 Capability-based route planning 

The knowledge about road-based required capabilities and current vehicle capabilities 

can be applied to realize a capability-based route planning as additional safety mech

anism. One part of this approach is the road segment categorization described in Sec

tion 5 serving as the basis for a safety comparison. Every road segment contains a set 

of requirements and correspondingly a set of required vehicle capabilities. With the 

knowledge about the current vehicle capabilities represented by the self-perception 

described in Section 6.1, a route can be planned with respect to the current road-seg

ment-availabil ity. 

In general, only road segments related to the approved road categories after a suc

cessful safety validation are considered within the route planning. This ensures that 

the vehicle doesn't operate outside its approved 000 where it's likely to fail to perform 

the dynamic driving task and provoke a crash in the worst case. The remaining road 

segments represent the potentially available road network to plan a driving mission. In 

order to plan a raute that can be driven by the automated vehicle, the current capabil

ities must be compared with the required capabilities resulting from the road segment 

requirements. lf the vehicle doesn't have any degradation, no restriction applies to the 

potentially available road network. In case of degradations, meaning the loss of capa

bility levels, the available road network is reduced. Losing important capabilities can 

even result in a discontinuous network that is not sufficient for planning the desired 

driving mission. 

Oepending on the use case of the mission, a route always contains one starting point, 

one or more intermediate points and one endpoint. The route planner has to take all 

that points into account while considering only the approved and currently available 

road segments. In general, the route is planned as efficiently as possible. Thus, the 

planning algorithm basically considers the two following prioritized optimization criteria: 

• First priority: Available capability-based route

• Second priority: Shortest / fastest / most economical route

After initially planning the route, the vehicle can start the driving mission. As soon as 

any capability level changes, the route is checked with respect to the current availabil

ity. After a change of any capability level, three options depending on the change are 

generally possible: 
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• The downgrade of capability levels results in less available road segments:

Calculation of a new route considering detours.
• The upgrade of capability levels results in more available road segments: Cal

culation of a new route considering fewer detours.

• The down-/upgrade of capability levels does not change the available road seg

ments: Current route remains the same.

In the example scenario illustrated in Section 3, the automated vehicle generally has 

the option to cross the intersection following path I or turn right driving the path II. 

The following part gives an example, how the capability-based route planner works, 

considering the example explained in Section 5 of keeping the track with a maximum 

lateral deviation. 

The initial route is planned with a current maximum lateral deviation of 7.0 cm, which 

fulfills the first category containing road segments RS1 and RS3. The second category 

is not applicable yet, since no construction site or garbage truck is identified on road 

segment RS2. Therefore, road segment RS2 is changed to the first category. Based 

on the assumption that path I is more efficient than path II , the planned driving mis

sion follows path I . Before the vehicle reaches the intersection, a degradation of the 

capability level would be identified by the self-perception and reported to the route 

planner. The new capability level only provides a maximum lateral deviation of 12.0 cm 

due to a change of surrounding buildings visible on the left-hand side of the vehi

cle (Fig. 1 ). This change of the capability level results in an unavailability of road seg

ment RS2, requiring a maximum lateral deviation of 7.5 cm. Consequently, path II is 

no longer available for the driving mission. As a consequence, the route planner 

changes the route according to the first priority optimization criterion of an available 

capability-based route. Now, the new route follows path II requiring only 26.5 cm of 

maximum lateral deviation regarding track-keeping. 

As a safety mechanism, the capability-based route planner is applied before start of 

and during a driving mission. However, the capability-based route planer is only able 

to plan or change routes that are successive of the currently driven road segment. 

Degradations that result in a non-fulfillment of the currently required capabilities can't 

be handled. Such degradations are managed by the vehicle automation using either 

the self-perception functionality or, in case of severe system degradations, the Safe 

Halt as a fallback system described in the following section. 

6.3 Safe Halt 

In order to overcome the missing human fallback as required for SAE level 4+ vehicles 

in [1], the automated fall back system Safe Halt [30], an essential safety mechanism 

resulting from the safety activities in UNICARagi/ project is introduced in this section. 

This fallback system aims to enable the vehicle to be transferred into a risk-minimized 

state at all times. The functional requirements for the Safe Halt functionality are derived 

from the functional safety requirement FSR_07 in Subsection 4.3. The fallback system 

is activated if the abilities of the primary driving functions do not suffice to fulfill the 
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dynamic driving task [1]. The evaluation of the current abilities is based on the self

perception presented in Subsection 6.1. 

The emergency maneuver performed during the Safe Halt procedure relies on a pre

calculated emergency path, cf. [32]. The destination of the emergency path is a risk

minimal stopping location, which is located outside the moving traffic if possible. The 

emergency path is planned simultaneously to the desired reference trajectory (see 

functional safety requirement FSR_06 in Subsection 4.3) by the trajectory and trans

mitted to the fallback system. 

6.3.1 Functional requirements for Safe Halt 

Based on the functional safety requirement FSR_07 and the emergency maneuver 

performed during the Safe Halt procedure, some of the functional requirements for the 

fall back level are derived. 

The emergency path is planned on the basis of the current situation of the vehicle 

environment. However, since the functional safety requirement FSR_04 is also valid 

during the emergency maneuver and the vehicle is operating in a dynamic environ

ment, the occupancy of the emergency path shall be monitored for a collision avoiding 

emergency maneuver. 

SH_FR1 The automatic fallback system sha/1 monitor the occupancy of the emer

gency path. 

SH_FR2 A perception system for monitoring the occupancy of the emergency path 

sha/1 be available even in cases of severe degradation of the primary 

perception system. 

SH_FR3 The perception system sha/1 be suitable for all use cases of Safe Halt 

and all dynamic driving states. 

Based on the emergency path and the occupancy information from the emergency 

path monitoring, the fallback system generates collision-free trajectories for trajectory 

control. 

SH_FR4 The automatic fallback system for the dynamic driving task (DDT) sha/1 

generate collision-free emergency trajectories based on the course of 

the emergency path and the occupancy information from the emergency 

path monitoring. 

During the performance of the emergency maneuver, the fallback system is also re

sponsible for enhancing the conspicuity of the vehicle (e.g., lighting). 

SH_FR5 The automatic fallback system for the DDT sha/1 enhance the conspicu

ity of the vehicle as soon as the emergency maneuver is performed. 

Severe degradation of the primary driving functions of the automated vehicle can lead 

to uncontrolled vehicle behavior and thus to critical driving situations. In order to avoid 
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these situations and to reduce the risk for the passengers and the vehicle environment, 

the fallback system is activated with a maximum latency. 

SH_FR6 The automated fallback system for the DDT takeover process sha/1 have 

a maximum latency. 

For the successful performance of the emergency maneuver, the abilities of the 

fallback system must be sufficient. To verify this, the abilities of the fallback system 

shall be monitored even when the fallback system is not active. 

SH_FR7 The automatic fal/back system for the DDT sha/1 a/ways monitor its abil

ities. 

The fallback system Safe Halt is an essential part of the safety architecture of the au

tomated vehicle, as it aims at enabling a functionally degraded vehicle to be transferred 

into a risk-minimized state in any situation. To ensure that this function operates 

properly, the fallback system has to be fail-safe: 

SH_FR8 The automated fal/back system for the DDT sha/1 be fai/-safe. 

6.3.2 Functional description of Safe Halt in UNICARagi/ 

Based on the functional requirements derived in Subsection 6.3.1 for a fallback system 

and additional requirements resulting from the modular software [32] and hardware 

architecture of the vehicle in UNICARagi/, this section provides the functional descrip

tion of the fallback system Safe Halt. 

In order to provide the availability of the fallback system (see functional require

ment SH_FR8}, the relevant hardware and communication architecture of the vehicle 

in UNICARagi/ is fail-safe. Independent from the primary perception system, a second

ary perception system is used by the fallback system so that the monitoring of the 

emergency path occupancy is possible even in case of severe failures of the primary 

perception system (functional requirement SH_FR2). 

The vehicles in UNICARagi/ can perform a 360° direction of movement. However, the 

maximum velocities are demonstrated only in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle: 

up to 20 m/s forwards and up to 10 m/s backward. The fallback system uses embed

ded hardware and, thus, does not provide the computing power as known in high

performance computers with integrated graphics cards. Hence, the raw sensor data is 

processed by the sensor hardware. Due to the required sensor range in the main driv

ing directions, radar sensors are installed in the front and rear of the vehicle. The two 

radar sensors are supplemented by a 360° sensor system, which monitors the 360° 

motion direction. Driving with large sideslip angles is only permitted at low vehicle ve

locities, thus a comparatively small sensor range is required. Due to the required sen

sor range, ultrasonic sensors and cameras with fisheye lenses are used as a 

secondary 360° perception system (functional requirement SH_FR3). 
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Fig. 4 illustrates the interfaces and the system architecture of the fallback system Safe 
Halt. The object information from the secondary perception systems are fused by the 

fallback system. With the knowledge of the course of the emergency path and the in

tended speed profile, future vehicle poses can be calculated. With the vehicle dimen

sions (length, width, and height, supplemented by a safety margin), the vehicle pose 

is described in a spatial-temporal dimension. Based on the object states of the sec

ondary perception systems, this dimension is monitored for collisions (functional re

quirement SH_FR1) [34]. lf a collision is predicted, the velocity is adjusted to avoid or 

at least mitigate the collision (functional requirement SH_FR4 ). 

The trajectory generation of the fall back system generates an emergency trajectory for 

the trajectory controller based on the course of the emergency path, the included speed 

profile, and the collision mitigating velocity input of the emergency path monitoring. 
The specifications of the emergency trajectory and the reference trajectory for auto

mated driving are identical. Therefore, it is not necessary to develop a separate trajec
tory controller for the fallback system. 

Even if the fall back system is not activated, the secondary perception system monitors 

the occupancy of the emergency path and generates a collision-avoiding trajectory. 

The modular software architecture of UNICARagi/ allows switching (switch in Fig. 4) 

between the reference trajectory and the emergency trajectory. Hence, the software 

and hardware of the fallback system are active even without severe degradations of 

the primary driving functions. When the fallback system is requested, the input of the 

trajectory controller is altered by switching to the emergency trajectory. 

Fig. 4 
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With this architecture, it is possible to switch to the fallback system with minimal la

tency (functional requirement SH_FR6) and to monitor the abilities of the fallback sys

tem at all times (functional requirement SH_FR7). Simultaneously, the fallback system 

enhances the conspicuity of the vehicle by activating the lighting (functional require

ment SH_FRS). 

6.3.3 Interfaces of Safe Halt 

The Safe Halt fallback system is integrated into the overall vehicle architecture by 

means of three interfaces, two primary (depicted in Fig. 4) and one secondary: 

• The emergency path includes discr,ete reference poses (position and orienta

tion) that the vehicle will track during the emergency maneuver. The emergency

path ends at a safe stopping location. Each discrete reference pose is assigned

a velocity in the direction of the path. In addition, further information can be

attached to the discrete reference poses, e.g., at which locations the direction

indicators are to be activated.

• The emergency trajectory generated by the fallback system meets the specifi

cations of the reference trajectory for automated vehicle operation.

• The conspicuity during the emergency maneuver can be enhanced by providing

an interface to the corresponding vehicle functions (e.g., direction indicators and

hazard warning lights ).

6.3.4 Safe Halt in the example scenario 

This section describes the performance of an emergency maneuver based on the ex

ample scenario presented in Section 3. 

In the scenario, the vehicle approaches the intersection from the south. The end of the 

path m is selected as the safe stopping place and, thus, the destination of the currently 

valid emergency path. The vehicle is in automated operation. The independent per

ception systems and the services of the fallback system are active. A collision-free 

emergency trajectory is generated based on the emergency path, the included speed 

profile, and the detected collision objects. 

Based on the information of self-perception, serious degradation of the primary driving 

functions is revealed. In this case, the driving mode switches to the fallback system 

Safe Halt. From now on, the emergency trajectory is fed to the vehicle's trajectory con

troller. The independent perception system monitors the occupancy of the emergency 

path and adjusts the reference velocity accordingly. At the beginning of the emergency 

maneuver, the conspicuity of the vehicle is enhanced, for example, by switching on the 

hazard warning lights. Subsequently, the vehicle tracks the emergency trajectory until 

it reaches its end. 
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7 Modular safety validation 

In ISO 26262 [11], the safety validation of the analyzed item is described in parts 4-8 

and is recommended to be done on a vehicle level (in the following called system level 

for the sake of generalization). This provides the opportunity to test the item in its in

tended environment. Therefore, interactions between the item and its environment, i.e. 

other components in the vehicle and the natural environment or other traffic partici

pants, are tested during the safety validation. These interactions are set conditions due 

to the existence of the operating components or other surroundings in the test environ

ment. Thus, these interactions do not need to be analyzed in more detail than neces

sary for the development of the function of the system. 

The consideration of all possible interactions in the system tests is beneficial for the 

safety validation but requires having the whole system available for testing. Further

more, minor changes of the item or its surrounding components or the environment 

may influence the function of the item. Therefore, a new safety validation for the whole 

system becomes necessary leading to an economically unviable process. Additionally, 

tests on system level are in many cases less controllable and less observable than on 

modular level, not only due to the higher complexity of an integrated system but also 

of the interfaces between components that may not be available on system level. 

In UNICARagi/, as described in [5], a modular safety approval is seen as an opportunity 

to overcome these disadvantages of safety validation on system level. ISO 26262 [11] 

recommends modular testing in part 5 ( chapter 10) and part 6 ( chapters 9, 10, and 11) 

in the form of unit and integration testing. The described methods address the verifica

tion of different software and hardware components. For a modular validation, one dif

ference to these verification processes is that all the influences on system level already 

need to be propagated to a modular level. 

lnfluences can be found by analyzing the module regarding its interfaces. Interfaces 

are separable into desired and imposed interfaces. Desired interfaces can be found in 

the specification of a module, while the further specification of this interface for valida

tion could be necessary. lmposed interfaces are usually known as well, but some in

fluencing factors transported by these interfaces may not be found without analyzing 

the module and its environment more precisely. A document for the definition of the 

module, similar to an item definition, supports this process. In "traditional" processes 

integration and system testing, which we want to avoid, uncovers these factors. 

When all influences on modular level are identified, modules need to be validated con

sistently to the defined safety concept 0111 system level. As described in part 4 of 

ISO 26262 [11], safety goals are the input for the safety validation. In Section 4.3, we 

further developed functional safety requirements. While the system architecture has 

also been considered in this process, the safety requirements are already assignable 

to modules of the system. Therefore, it might be a matter of course to test the modules 

against these functional safety requirements which are also listed as possible input for 

the safety validation in part 4 of ISO 26262 [11]. Nevertheless, we recommend using 

safety goals for the validation process in the first place. In ISO 26262, the safety goals 
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are the main input for the safety validation on system level. Using them in modular 

validation ensures direct traceability from safety at system level down to modules. 

For this purpose, Klamann et al. [7] describe a method to breakdown safety goals to 

modular level. The method uses Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and System Theoretic Pro

cess Analysis (STPA) [35] as favored methods to derive potential causal factors on 

modular level from safety goals on system level. Afterwards, safety requirements on 

module level are defined to prevent these causal factors. The methods used in Sec

tion 4.3 may have already generated these safety requirements. Even though, the fault 

oriented processes may find additional ones due to further developments of the system 

and its modules or due to the different view of a test engineer. Furthermore, the re

sults (e.g., potential causal factors) are essential for finding challenging test cases. For 

the case that these methods have already been used in the concept phase, the results 

can be reused in the safety validation but should be adapted to the chosen modular 

architecture. 

Using the method from [7] derives, as an example, the following causal factor (CF) 

from safety goals SG_ 1 and SG_2: 

CF_ 1 Deviation from /oca/ized ego pose out of required range. 

CF _2 Deviation of estimated error of ego pose out of allowed range. 

These causal factors are initially allocated to the vehicle dynamic state estimation mod

ule. Further analyses of the module revealing more specific causal factors based on 

causal factors CF_ 1 and CF _2 show that other modules may be the source of failure 

as well: 

CF_ 1_ 1 Accuracy of angular rate out of allowed range. 

CF_ 1_2 Accuracy of GNSS position out of allowed range. 

CF_ 1_3 Accuracy of wheel speed out of allowed range. 

CF_ 1_ 4 Misguided assumptions in the internal fitter mode/. 

CF _2_ 1 Unidentified GNSS multipath interference. 

CF _2_2 Unidentified GNSS non-line of sight signal. 

CF _2_3 Misguided assumptions in the error estimation model. 

The third causal factor is in the response of the dynamic module (in UNICARagi/ this 

is the wheel, brake, engine, and steering system [5], [141) what shows that modules 

need to be analyzed in-depth to find further essential causal factors and to reach suf

ficient traceability between safety goals and causal factors. 

Causal factor CF _2 is particularly safety relevant since an estimated error out of a 

specified range may cause the ego vehicle to plan paths causing collisions. The fol

lowing derived causal factors inherit this attribute and are therefore analyzed further in 
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this paper. From the analysis of the vehicle dynamic state estimation, it is known that 
buildings cause GNSS signal blockage, multipath interference, or non-line of sight sig

nals. Thus, the accuracy may exceed the required range while this may not be identi

fied. The presented scenario in Section 3 includes this challenge, containing several 

tall buildings on both sides of path I . Further challenges may be derived from the 

intended use cases for a module. Therefore, the module definition requires detailed 

information about the intended use cases and the environment of the module. 

While the scenario provides a specific use case for the whole vehicle, which can also 

be part of a road category as described in Section 5, it can be reduced to the identified 

influencing factors for the vehicle dynamic state estimation in modular testing. Exem

plary functional test cases (FTC) which can be derived from these influencing factors 

triggering causal factors CF _2_ 1 and CF _2_2 are: 

FTC_ 1 The vehicle dynamic state estimation is receiving faulty GNSS signals 

due to multipath interference while moving with different velocities and 

accelerations. 

FTC_2 The vehicle dynamic state estimation is receiving faulty GNSS signals 

due to non-line of sight while moving with different velocities and accel

erations. 

Functional test cases are defined conveniently to functional scenarios [35] and de

scribe test cases only semantically, while logical test cases further describe the range 
of values in it. Concrete test cases define the exact value for each parameter. 

Test cases for misguided assumptions (e.g., causal factor CF _2_3) can be derived by 

finding challenging values or combinations of values for the error estimation model. A 

sensitivity analysis is a proper method for this [37], but requires a working prototype of 

the module. Furthermore, it is beneficial when this prototype is as final as possible to 
achieve a high validity of the sensitivity analysis. Therefore, in the first place, expert 

knowledge about the general function of the model or even deeper knowledge about 

the implemented error estimation model should be used to determine challenging test 

cases. 

Provided knowledge about the vehicle dynamic state estimation module reveals that 
turns with low accelerations and the special maneuvers of the UNICARagil vehicle due 

to its four-wheel steering system may be challenging for the estimation of the pose. 

Therefore, the following exemplary functional test cases that trigger causal fac

tor CF 2 3 are added: 

FTC_3 The device of the vehicle dynamic state estimation module is slowly ro

tating without (high) lateral/longitudinal acceleration. 

FTC_ 4 The device of the vehicle dynamic state estimation module is moving 

slowly and with low accelerations in lateral direction. 
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The test cases reveal that providing valid test data may be challenging for the case 

that the module providing the data in the vehicle is not part of the testbed. Therefore, 

analyzing and specifying the interfaces are essential for generating the necessary test 

data. 

In the next steps, the functional test cases need to be translated into logical and con

crete test cases. Thus, it needs to be specified, e.g., what kind of signal blockage and 

multipath effects may occur or how the stimuli for these faulty signals look like for func

tional test cases FTC_ 1 and FTC_2. In the last two exemplary functional test 

cases (FTC_3 and FTC_ 4) it needs to be specified, e.g., which velocities and acceler

ation are assumed as low to challenge the module. These steps require specific 

knowledge about the exact signals or ranges of the module and its environment and 

are thus not addressed in this paper. 

The method of Klamann et al. [7] further develops the necessary pass-/fail-criteria for 

the evaluation of the outcome of these test cases. The identified causal factor of the 

dynamic module is not addressed in these tests but has to be part of the modular 

validation of the dynamic module. For the vehicle dynamic state estimation, the pass

/fail-criteria is the allowed deviation from the actual pose and the allowed deviation of 

the estimated error from the real error. The· criteria are also derivable by the road seg

ment requirements provided in Section 5 and can, therefore, be used for a road seg

ment-specific safety approval of a module. 

This section provides a traceable process using the behavioral safety concept gener

ated in the previous sections as input. Test cases are generated on a modular level by 

analyzing possible deviations from the intended behavior caused by modules. This 

process supports the concept of the modular safety approval for automated vehicles. 

Applying it to the UNICARagi/ project will evaluate the described approach and reveal 

required adaptions. 

8 Conclusion and outlook 

In the previous sections, we outlined different approaches of the research project 

UNICARagi/ towards safety of SAE level 4 automated driving functionalities. These 

safety approaches target ensuring and validating safety during an agile, rapidly pro

gressing development process as weil as during run-time. 

The process activities and run-time safety mechanisms are strongly interconnected 

which contributes to the complexity of the vehicle automation task. Hence, managing 

the interconnection is key for ensuring and validating safety. In this paper, we have 

demonstrated the interconnection of the different safety approaches from a require

ments perspective using an example scenario. The process perspective focuses on 

the concept phase as well as on validation activities before the release of the auto

mated driving functionality. In this context, requirements are derived based on initial 

safety analyses and investigations of the operational design domain. The validation 

approach undertaken in the project UNICARagi/ leverages the strict modular design to 
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reduce the usual validation complexity. Moreover, we have shown how three key safety 

mechanisms (self-perception, capability-based route planning, and the Safe Halt func

tionality) interconnect and how these mechanisms embed into the development activ

ities. 

Overall, the project UNICARagil allows us to research the safety of automated vehicles 

without restrictions of evolutionary system designs. The next steps in the project 

UNICARagi/from a safety perspective can be summarized twofold. First, we will further 

integrate the safety activities outlined in this paper with those regarding the other safety 

perspectives (cf. Subsection 2.1 ), such as functional safety or operational safety. Sec

ond, we will implement and demonstrate the safety mechanisms outlined in this pa

per (cf. Section 6) in the vehicle prototypes developed in the project. 
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